


BANQUE DE BRUXELLES
SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME

EE PRESIDENT Rue de la Régence 2
1000 Bruxelles.

13th July, 1970.

Dear Professor Forrester,

Thank you very much for your memorandum of 3rd

July about the Seminar in Cambridge, Massachusetts, from

20th to 31st July on the Dynamics of Social Systems.

would have been most interested in this meeting which you

so kindly suggest that I should attend, but it is unfortun-

ately quite impossible for me to go to America at that

time. I shall be on holiday, which is also necessary from

the point of view of the "Management System"!

[ was very happy to make your acquaintance in

Berne and hope very much that we may meet again in the not

too distant future.

With kindest regards,

Yours /sincerely,

J

bi. Lama .

Professor Jay W. Forrester,
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management;
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Building E 52-454,
Cambridge, Massachusette — 02139.
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON ThE WORLD DYNAMICS MODEL

We will pick initial values corresponding approximately to the year

1900. For equation one on population 1 am tdking a population of 1.65billion

people in 1900 from the article by Peccei in the magazine ""Successo'" of June

1970.

In picking values for normal birth and death rates we will use figures

that represent a 2% per year annual population growth rate. This figure comes

from Peccei's book Chasm Ahead published by MacMillan on page 164. If we pick

as reasonable but without searching for justification data a life expectancy

of 40 years for the world as a whole, we get ‘a value of DRV of .025. The birth.

rate (BRN) should then be 2% higher or (point) L045,

All the references to normal cenditions will be estimated as nearly as

possible to correspond to the year 1970. ;

Equation 2 is written on the basis of a birth rate wbich is given nor-

mally as the population multiplied by the birthrate normal and then this number is

modified by 4 multipliers representing food, material standard of living, crowding

and pollution.

+ Equation 3 describes the effect of the material standard of living

on the birth rate. wm Here the model represents the material standard of living

of the world as a whole. However, we recognize in the selection of all tables

and cocfficients that the standard of living is not tniformly distributed.

We have before us a wide ‘dispersion over the face of the world in all of the

concepts represented in this model. We can use what has happened in the in-

dustrialized nations as an indication of what could eventually happen if all

of the world's population should change to conditions represented by those na

tions which have cxzperienced the greatest technological change. In equation 2

the material standard of liveing includes, because it is less appropriately

assumed in the other multipliers, all such considerations as shelter. medicel

service, use of energy and material goods.

The table BRMMT in.equation 3.1 is shaped here to show a rising birih

rate as the material standard of living increases but with the birthrate declining

again et the higher levels of material standard of living. This seams to be

virat hos happened in the countries vith a more advanced technology. 1 will try

ro ‘adjuet initial conditions to make this multiplier approximately unity at the

heginnine point in 1900. In other words . the material standard of livine for



for the world as a whole at that time would be about 10% of th:

technologically advanced tountries ot the present time. A value of MSIF1 is

assumed to represent a tvpiceal value for western Europe and North America in

1970.

in the Western

In equation 4 the material standard of living is taken to depend on thr

capital investment per person which is not required in agriculture. The units

are in terms of the western industrialized countries in 1970. The coefficient

MSLN represents this scale of reference: It is increased or decreased by the

multiplier ECIR which represents the effective capital investment per person.

Equation 5 gives ECIL, Effective Capital Investments Ratio which is

available for non-food growing purposes. It starts with the total Capital

Investment Ratio{CIR)and multiplies by the fraction left after allocating

Capital Investment to agriculture. = The result is then multiplied by the

NaturalResource Extraction multiplier which is used to represent the effect of

depletion of natural resources. As resources are depleted, more and more

capital investment is required for any given output.

The natural resource extraction multiplier represents the difficulty

of using natural resources as they become depleted. Yor the purposes of this

model ,natural resources can be considered those which are stored in the earth

and can be depleted and we might lét the food multiplier stand not only for

food but for all other natural resources which are grown and regenerated by
!

patural continuing processes. In other words, wood might be considered part

of the natural resources which are included with the concept of food and, or

the other hand, metals and stored fossil fuels would be in the natural resources

in R. The natural resources are subject to depletion and their extraction rises

in cost as they are used. The natural resource extraction, NREM, drops to 0

when natural resources drop to zero. We will assume that natural resources

remaining in 1900 are near or above the .9 ratio. In other words. depletion has

only started at the beginning of the simulation run.

 Equation 7 is the Natural Resource fraction remaining in terms of the

actual natural resources and the initial value.

Equation 8 is the level equation for natural resources starting with

an initial value and depleting this according to the usage rate. The unit of

natural resources will be taken as the amount used per capita per year by the

world population in 1970. The world population for 1970 from Peccci is 3.6

billion and we will assume that the natural resource usase rate is such that

this usage would deplete natural resources in another two hundred years. From

this an initial value of natural resources can be computed as 3,6 billion poo-
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livided by .8 as the fraction of natural resources now remsining. The result

is 900 billion units.

The natural resource usage rate is propoertional to population multi-

slied by a normal rate and multiplied again by the material standard of Living.

The natusal resource usage normal (NRUN) is taken as unity representing the

world wide average consumption usage rate in 1970 for which the Material Stan-

dard of Living (MSL)would have a value of 1.

(Check the discussion of equation 4 for MSL. Possibly it was defined

for the western technical countries rather than for the average world condi-

tions. à

Equation 10 for death rate has the same structure as birth rate. Nor-

mal death rate is taken as 1/40 per year and this value is modulated by multi-

pliers representing the material standard of living, pollution, food, and crowd-

ing,

The death rate material multiplier (DRMM) is centered around the 1-1

point representing present average world conditions. This is for a normal life

expectancy of about 40 years with a 0 material standard of living we here as-

sume that the death rate will double, On the other hand no increase in the

material standard of living can do more than cut the death rate in half,

, Equation 12 for the death-rate pollution-multiplier DRPM is constricted

around a situation where present 1970 world pollution is taken as a unity den-

sity and where we assume that this is just beginning to have a significant af-

fect on death rate. Higher densities of pollution will relatively rapidly in-

crease death rate while lower values have very little affect.

Equation 13 gives the effect of food availability on death rate. Here

a food ratio of 1 is taken as the 1970 world condition. As the food per capita

decreases the death rate increases rapidly. On the other hand as the food per

capita increases the death rate will fall only slowly and here is taken as .7

of the normal world value. In other words, the assumption is that at the present

time the world is on the verge of a rapidly rising death rate should the food

level fall much from the present average. On the other hand increased food by

itself probably can not do more than increase life expectancy by about 50%,

In Equation14thedeath rate due to crowding can be taken as repre-

senting the affects of discase, psychological trauma, war, and any affects trace-

able to crowding in ite own wight and not related to food or pollution, Ve take

rere very little affect from the crowding multiplier up to the present populatior

Jensi ty of the earth, Up to the present density there has been a strong tendency

o snread over the face of the earth with rising population so that averace den-



sities have not reached a critical point, However, if we should imagine the

present world population rising by another factor of 5 we might expect the

social strife to substantially raise ‘the death rate. We here take a death

rate multiplier of 3 to accompany a population 5 times that now.existing,

Equation 15 calculates the crowding ratio, A ratio of 1 is the

present crowding of population on the world land area. Using a world land

area of 135 million square kilometers (teken from the world almanac) and the

present 3,6 billion people from the Successo article by Peccei we find that

che present average population density on the earth is 265 people per square

xilometer. Equation 15 combines these to give a crowding ratio in terms of

present worldconditions,

| Equation 16 is the birth rate crowding multiplier and shows a fall

in the birth rate as world crowding increases, However, not a very strong

dependency is being assumed here with the birth rate falling to .65 of its

normal value when the world population rises to 5 times its present value,

Equation 17 describes the birth rate food multiplier. At 0 food per

capita the affect would naturally be to suppress birth rate and extinguish

the population . Because the model is built around 1970 as the reference point

for definitions, a food ratio of 1 represents present world conditions and pro-

duces a birth rate multiplier of 1. It is suggested that an apparent unlimited

food supply, for example a double the present world level, would tend to increase

che birth rate substantially and this increasé is here taken as a factor of 3.

The birth rate pollution multiplier represents the affect of pollution

directly on birth rate. The table suggests that the affect has been very slight

up to the present levels of pollution but will become progressively greater as

worla pollution vises to 6 times its present level, Unity pollution level is

nere defined as the 1970 world level,

The food ratio in equation 19 is stated in terms of 1970 conditions.

increases if the agricultural capital investment per person increases, it de-

creases as the crowding on the earth increases and it decreases as pollution in-

creases.

The food crowding multiplier represents the affect of earth occupancy

on the ability to grow food, A = crowding ratio of 1 represents 1970 conditions

The table suggests that we ave in a steep portion of the curve. The best agri-

cultural awvecas have already been occupied. A emller population would sllow

much more efficient agricultural output. As crowding continues, not only will

land be occupied by people and taken away from agriculture but also the best

quality of land is apt to be occupied by urbanization leaving only less suitable

land for agriculture. Possibly the curve should drop even more steeply than



Equation 21 gives the food multiplier as £ depends on capitsl in

vestment in agriculture, The table suggeots that the affect of capital in-

sestment par capita decredses with rising capital investment. The 1970 con-

ditions are taken as a unity on cach axis, The initial value of .5 implies

hat even with a 0 cepital investment food production is still possible in the

form of harvesting natural products. However, a reasonable average standard

of living would be possible only if the population falls to allow the increas-

tng productivity of better food producing land to compensate for the falling

capital ratio.

Equation 22 establishes the capital investment available in agricul-

cure. in terms of the total capital investment and the fraction used for agri-

culture.

Equation 23 gives the capital investment ratio in terms of 1970 world

values. In other words, if CIR is a unity the capital investment per person

‘s equal to the average world wide value at the present time. Capital invest-

ment is therefore measured in units representing the present per person amount

Equation 24 accumulates the total world wide capital investment. The

Initial valve taken for the year 1900 is set at % as much as the initial pop-

alation at that time. In other words, the capital per person in 1900 is being

assumed % as great as it is in the world today. This number could be checked

for plausability. No information is at hand at the moment.

Equation 25 for capital investment generation CIC is stated in terms of

che total population and the average capital investment creation per person.

Equation 26 gives the capital investment per person per year in terms

of the material standard of living. The theory here is that part of the material

standard of living can be diverted to capital accumulation. If food requires the

atilization of all capital equipment and there is nonc left to raise the physical

standard of living there is little likelihood of capital accumulation. To esti-

mate appropriate values we again refer to the 1970 condition of the world, The

existing capital investment has been stated in terms of 1 unit per person, If we

assume that investment deteriorates over a period of 40 years and if we assume

hat capital investment today is being accumulated at twice the rate of deteriora-

tion, we would have a value of CIDN in equation 27 of .025 and the value of CIPC

would need to be .05. This would suggest that capital investment per capita is

doubling cach 40 years, These figures and assumaptions should be checked when pos

sible. The table for equation 26 suggests that as the material stendaré of Live

wg increases the rate of capital formation can increasa even more rapidly. As
Fr Po whys gar¥

wman physical needs are met a larger and larger fraction’ can so into capital
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assumption of a 40 year life

Equat “on 28 shows the affect of pollution on food production. It sug-

xests that very little pollution effect has yet been felt at a pollution ratio

of unity which corresponds to 1970 conditions, On the other hand, if pollution

increases several fold food production is progressively and seriously affected,

The figure asserts that if world wide pollution were to rise to 6 times the

present value, food production could be cut by a factor of 10. This may be

coo extreme but depends on the extent to which cumulative affects may occur

within the environment as a result of growing pollution.

The pollution ratio POLR in Equation 29 gives the ratio of the total

sollution in the world to a pollution standard POLS. The pollution standard

20LS is in terms of per capita units in 1970. In other words, 1 unit of POLS

is the total pollution in the world environment for each person in the world.

The value of POLS is taken as the 1970 world population,

Equation 30 is the level equation for total existing pollution. Its

initial value for the year 1900 is taken as .2 billion. Population at that

time was taken as 1,65 billion, The initial pollution is therefore 1/8 as

much per capita as in 1970.

The pollution ‘POLR in Equation 31 is given as the population times the

pollution rate per capita normal times a multiplier derived from the capital in-

vestment ratio. To arrive at a value of POLY we must consider how large the pol-

lution reservoir is in terms of pollution duration time. It appears that such

pollutants as smoke may be dissipated by the environment in a matter of days. On

the other hand, many pollutants such as insecticides and industrial wastes and the

pollution in lekes may persist for yeers. We will use a pollution clean-up time

constant of 1 year as representing present day conditions, If POLCN is &amp; unity,

hen the value of POLN should also be a unity to produce equal inflow and out-

flow rates at the pollution reservoir under 1970 conditions.

The pollution capital multiplier POLCM in Equation 32 represents the

influence of capital equipment on the creation of pollution. As the capital

equipment per capita of population rises the per capita generation of pollu-

rien rises extremely steeply. We take here a per capita pollution generation

in the absence of any capital equipment as being .05 of the normal 1970 value.

By the time per capita capital equipment has risen to 3 times the 1970 value,we

are assuming that pollution generation rises 6 times.

The pollution absorption POLA in Equation 33 will operate from a varia-

ble time constant which depends on the pollution r#cio itself. The assumption

here is that as the environment becomes more and more heavily loaded with pol-

rution, it will become less able to cope with additional pollution and the time

constants of clean-up will grow longer Fauation 33 vewnrescnlts the polluti»



absorption or clean-up Fquation 34 gives the absorption time which is being

assumed as a function of the pollution ratio. There probebly is little date

on this relationship and I have no good information. The table assumes that

when the pollution ratio rises by a factor of 6 from 1970 conditions that the

sollution absorption time will rise from one year to ten years, This is based

on the assumption that there will be a corresponding ecological damage which

will slow down thenormal clean-up processes. Furthermore, as the pollution

rate rises it is probable that the pollution praducts will be of kinds which

disappear more slowly. -

In Equation 35 the fraction of capital .investment devoted to agri-

culture is gradually adjusted in response to the food ratio, As the adequacy

of food increases, the fraction of total capital devoted to agriculture is

reduced so that the remainder capital investment cen be devoted to the material!

standard of living. Equation 35 is a first order time delay with a delay time

of 30 years in making the adjustment in response to the food ratio condition,

Equation 36 gives the relationship which is here ‘assumed between food

ratio and the indicated fraction of capital Gnvestment going into agriculture.

Other formulations might be considered in which the deviation from normal food

ratio establishes not an equilibrium velue for CIAF but instead a continuous

rate of change in CIAF,

(Back in the discussion of Equation 15 the constant for PDN should be

26.5 instead of the 265 that was previcusly given.)

. Equation 306 reflects the pressures to shift capital investment to

agriculture as food pressures rise, At 0 food all capital investment would be

shifted toward the fcod growing. As the average food condition for the world as

a whole improves, it will of course happen unequally and those areas and indi-

viduals who are meeting ‘their food needs will begin to shift some of the produrn-

tive assets into non-agricultural channels.

Equation 37 for the human quality of life is a measure of human satis-

faction, It can be taken as a utility or performance measure of a system. The

composite quality of life measure is obtained by combining a coefficient QIS

representing the average quality of life in 1970, with multiplicrs representing

inputs from the material standard of living, crowding, food supply, and pollution

Equation 38- describes the contribution to quality of life from the ma-

terisl standard of living. It rises steeply and thon progressively levels out

co represent the declining ability of additions] increments in capital diuvest-

nent.

Equation 39 represents the contribution to quality of life from crowd:

ing. The crowding ratio of unity represents 1970 conditions with a unity out-

out to the total auali tv of life The curve reflects 1 he belief “hat crowvdireo



has already substantially reduced the quali£y of life and that seubstantial

[usther reductions will occur if the crowding rises a factor of 5 above that

at the present time. One.should remember that this measure of quolity of lif-

represents the influence of crowding for its own sake. The affect of crowd-

ing on the food supply and on pollution are represented in other variables.

Equation 40 measures the contribution to quality of life from food

adequacy. This is also a function which rises more steeply at first and then

gradually levels out as the food becomes more than sufficient.

Equation 41 is the contribution to quality of life from environmental

pollution, As pollution rises the quality of life will continue to be de-

sraded,

























































Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Crive
Cambridpe, Massachusetts, 02139 =

July 3, 1970

Memorandum oo
To: MEMBERS OF THE CLUB OF ROME

From: PROF, JAY W. FORRESTER

Subject: SEMINAR IN CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, JULY 20-JULY 31 ON THE
DYNAMICS OIF SOCIAL SYSTEMS

A méeting of the Club of Rome was held in Bern, Switzerland on June 29 and
30. This letter is addressed primarily to the members who vere not present at
that meeting. ’

You have already received descriptions of the proposed Club of Rome pro-
ject dealing with the future trends in the world situation, During discussion
of the project, it developed that suitäble methodology for dealing with the dy-
nemics of social systems did not exist within the project plans and also that
financial support for the project was being delayed by the absence of a visible
methodology.

I suggested to the members present in Bern that we believe we have a suit-
able methodology here at MIT, developed in connection with our work in the dy-
namics of managerial systems and broader social systems. I am speaking of the
methods used initially in my book, Industrial Dynamics, and more recently in
my book Urban Dynamics(both published by the MIT Press).

. At the meeting in Bern, an invitation was extended to the Executive Com-
nittee of the Club of Rome to come to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

for a period of two weeks to evaluate for themselves the relevance of these
methods and approaches, That invitation was accepted and the meeting will be
held the last two weeks of July,

Several members of the Club of Rome who are not on the Executive Committee
indicated that they wished to attend the meeting at their own expense, This
letter is to invite any other members to join with us for the period from July 20
through July 31. It is my understanding that the Club of Rome will not be able
to pay expenses. Transportation, meals and hotel accommodations will be the
responsibility of the individual member. There will be no charge for attendance
at the symposium itself,

If you wish to attend, please let me know by telephone or cable; time for
making errangements is very short. We will arrange a block of hotel rooms and

cry to handle other local arrangements.



The plan will be for lectures in the mornings.. The afternoons will be
devoted to guided work sessions in which thes individual members will obtain

experience with modeling and computer simulation of a simplified social system
The objective will be to convey sufficient knowlédge and experience to permit
evaluation of the methodology in the context of the larger goals of the Club
of Rome.

All members will receive additional material about the meeting whether or
not they have indicated plans to attend, Please notify me as soon as possible
whether or not you will attend so we will know definitely what to expect. A
list(probably incomplete)of those attending in Bern is given below in case you
wish to contact anyone for additional information.

Professor Jay W. Forrester
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technolagy
Building E 52-454
Cambridge, Massachusetts - 02139

USA

Telephones; office: Area 617-864-6900 ext 2654
home: Area 617-369-9369

Cable: MIT Administration
Cambridge, Mass., USA

Those Attending in Bern:

M. Serge Antoine

Professor Frits Bottcher

Dr. Jeremy Bray, M. P.

Dr. Jakob Burckhardt

M. Louis Camu

Professor Jay W. Forrester

Professeur Jacques Freymond
Mr, Pierre R. Gendron

Dr. Alexander King

Dr. T. Adeoye Lambo

Professor Keichi Oshima

Professor Hasan Ozbekhan

Dr. Aurelio Peccei

Professor Dr, Ing. Eduard Pestel

Dr, John Platt
Professor Olivier Reverdin

Dr. Ernesto Sabato
Dr. Hugo Thiemann
Dr. Bertram D. Thomas

Dr. Paul A. Weiss



‘HE CLUB OF ROME

MEMBERSHIP AS OF JUNE 24, 1970
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M. Serge ANTOINE
Chargé de Mission
aupres du Premier Ministre
à l'Aménagement du Territoire
et-à l'Action Régionale
1, Avenue Floquet
Paris V

M. Louis ARMAND

30, Avenue de Villiers
Paris XVII ;

y

Professor Frits BOTTCHER
President
Science Policy Council of the Netherlands
Sweelinckstraat 8
The Hague - ’

Dr, Jeremy BRAY, M.P.
House of Commons
Westminster

London S.W.1

y

A

Dr. Detlev W. BRONK

President Emeritus
The Rockefeller University
York Avenue E 66th Street
New York, N.Y. 10021]

} Dr. Jakob BURCKHARDT

Präsident

Schweizerischen Schulrates
Leonhardstrasse 3

8006 Zurich
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THE CLUB OF RCE

M. Louis CAMU
Président

Banque de Bruxelles
2, rue de la Régence

Bruxelles

Professeur Bertrand DE JOUVENEL
52, rue'des Saints-Pères
Paris

Dr. Constantinos A. DCXIADIS
24 Straat Syndesmou
Athens 136

Mr. René DUBOS
The Rockefeller University
York Avenue E 66th Street
New York, N.Y. 1002]

Professor Jay W. FORRESTER
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
lAlfred P. Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Professeur Jacques FREYMOND
Directeur
Institut Universitaire

de Hautes Etudes Internationales

132 rue de Lausanne

1211 Genève 21

ry 4
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: A

Mr. Pierre R. GENDRON GT 0 A
President “e TT ( 1
Pulp and Paper Research Institute g fn
of Canada ¢ ns
570 St. John's Road
Pointe Claire, Quebec
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THE CLUB OF ROME

Dr, Caryl P. HASKINS
President A

Carnegie Institution of Washington
1530. P Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Mr. Daniel JANSSEN

Director-Deputy General Manager
Union Chimique Belge
4, Chaussée de Charleroi
Bruxelles 6 -

Professor Gyorgy KEPES
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Center for Advanced Visual Studies
40 Massachusetts Ave. ,

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

7

7

Dr. Aléxander KING Eyvac .
Director General for Scientific Affairs C gro
O.E. C.D.
2, rue André-Pascal
Paris XVI

Dr. Antonie T. KNOPPERS

Senior Vice President
Merck &amp; Co,, Inc.
Rahway, New Jersey 07065

Dr. Koji KOBAYASHI
President
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.,
7-15 Shiba Gochome, Minato-Ku

Tokyo

Dr. Max KOHNSTAMM |

Institut de la Communauté Européenne
pour les Etudes Universitaires
200, rue de la Loi

Bruxelles 4

Dr. Thorkil KRISTENSEN

Institute for Development Research
5, St. Annae Plads
1250 Copenhagen



 THE CLUB OF ROME

Dr. T. Adeoye EAMBO
Vice-Chancellor

University of Ibadan
Ibadan, Nigeria

Senator Maurice LAMONTAGNE

The Senate 0°
Centre Block, Room 457-S
Ottawa

M. Robert LATTES

Directeur Général Adjoint
Groupe SEMA-SIA
15, rue des Sablons

Paris XVI

Dr. Leo MATES
President
Institute for International

Politics and Economics

Makedonska 25

Belgrade

Mr. George C. McGHEE
Special Representative of the Chairman
The Urban Coalition
2100 H Street, N. W.

Washington D. C. 20037

Professor Donald MICHAEL

University of Michigan
P.O. Box 1248

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106



M. Jérôme MONOD -

Délégué auprès du Premier Ministre
à l'Aménagement du Territoire
et à l'Action Régionale

1, Avenue Charles Floquet
Paris V

J

Dr. Saburo OKITA

President

The Japan Economic Research Cenler

Nikkei Bldg. 9-5 Otemachi, 1l-chome
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo

Profesor Dr. Julio H. G. OLIVERA C)

Facultad de Ciencias Econdmicas

Instituto de Investigaciones Econdmicas
Avenidd, Cordoba 2122
Buenos Aires

@4

(Ed
Professor Keichi OSHIMA
DepartmentofNuclearEngineering
University of Tokyo
Hongo, Bunkyo-Ku
Tokyo :

’ Epc. Cetra

Professor Hasan OZBEKHAN
General Manager and Director
International Development and Planning
Computer Systems Division
King Resources Company
12011 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles, California 90049
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( /
Dr. Aurelio PECCE]

Managing Director
Italconsult
Via Pastrengo 16
Rome

Senator Claiborne PELL

The Senate of the United States

Washington, D. C.

(Jo
Ï Professor Dr. Ing. Eduard PESTEL Exoc. Corn

Rector
Institut {ir Mechanik ….

Technische Universitit Hannover
Appelstrasse 24/B
3 Hannover encours 7621

M. Pierre PIGANIOL

Conseiller Scientifique de la

Direction Générale
Compagnie de’ Saint-Gobain
62, Boulevard Victor-Hugo
Neuilly-sur-Seine

(1)

ry

Dr. John PLATT |

Mental Health Research Institute

University of Michigan
 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

/ Professor Olivier REVERDIN
President ;

Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe
4, rue de Candolle

1205 Geneva
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M. Jean SAINT-GEOURS

Co-Directeur Général
Crédit Lyonnais -

19, Boulevard des Italiens
Paris

Dr. Ernesto SABATO (*)

Calle Bonifacini 1147

Santos Lugares-
Buenos Aires

Professor Vikram A. SARABHAI

Secretary,
Department of Atomic Energy
Government of India
Apollo Pier Road
Bombay; I

Dr. Jacques SPAEY
Secrétaire-Général
Cémmission Inferministerielle
de la Politique Scientifique
8, rue de la Science

Bruxelles

Dr, Altiero SPINELLI ()

Direttore

Istituto Affari Internazionali
Viale Mazzini 88

Roma

5
TN

/
Dr. Hugo THIEMANN
Directeur Général
Institut Battelle -

7, route de Drize
Carouge, Geneve

Exac Corman



"HE CLUB OF ROM:

Dr, Bertram D. THOMAS
(former President,
Battelle Memorial Institute)
686 IE1 Rancho Road

Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103

Professor Arne TISELIUS
Head, Institute of Biochemistry
Nobel Institute of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences
Uppsala University
Uppsala

Dr. Conrad H, WADDINGTON

Professor at the Center for
Theoretical Biology
State University of New York at Buffalo
4248 Ridgelea Road
Amherst, N.Y.

(i
Dr.Paul A. WEISS
Professor at the Rockefeller University
York Avenue E 66th Street

New York, N.Y. 10021

Professor Carroll L. WILSON

Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
50, Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

(*) To be confirmed by Executive Committee

NOTE: Other candidates have already been considered
at Club meetings. Selection and cooptation of
a number of them is presently under wav
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PROGRAMME

3.30 a.m.

10.30 a.m. Informal Meeting of Participants

1.00 peme Lunch

3.00 pere Coneral Assembly of the Club of Rome

Agenda y
Fy

1. Report on activity

2. The "Predicament of Mankind" Project

3. Other future activities

Le Membership oo

5. Executive Committee

6. Incorporation
7. Funding
8. Relations with other Organizations

&lt; .

9, Conference with Swiss Authorities and Personalities (June 30, 16

10. Others

5.00 pem. Press briefing

8.00 p.m. Dinner

The Assembly will be held in English.



MEETING OF 918 CLUB OF -ROME

on invitation of the Swiss Govermment

Bern, Tuesday June 30, 1970
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PROGRAMME
J —— PE A A An — ~~"

2.00 a.m. Opening of the session

Chairman ¢ Professor Olivier REVERDIN, President, Consultative
Assembly of the Council of Europe, President of Swiss
Science Council, Member of the Swiss House of
Representatives

The critical vorld situation

Professor Jacques FREYMOND, Directeur, Institut Universitaire de
Hautes Etudes Internationales

What has been done to face this situation
A * i .

Dr. Alexander KINGS: Director General for Scientific Affairs,
0.E.C.D.

0.00 &amp;.M, Why the Club. of Rome

Professor Dr. Ing. Eduard PESTEL, Rektor, Institut fiir Mechanik
Pechnische Universität Hannover

Cd : |

Ine activities of the Club of Rome

Dr. Aurelio PECCEI, Managing Director , Italconsult, Roma

Coffee break

LA - -

Presentation of the Project "Predicament ‘of Mankind"

Professor Hasan OZBEKHAN, General Manager International Developme
end Director of Plenning, Worldwide Information Systems Inc.,
Los Angeles

10.15 a.m.

10.30 a.m.

11.00 a.m.

11.30 a.m. The framework for the execution of the Project in Switzerland

Dr. Hugo THIEMAIN , Directeur Général, Institut Battelle, Gencva

1.00 p.m. Luncheon given. by- the Swiss Federal Council in honour of the Clu*
of Rome end Sviss guests

3.00 p.m. Debete

h.30 p.m. Summary end conclusion
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"THE PREDICAMIET OF MAKKIND PROPOSAL"
A A rnirtMnPrABerYaronrd5AASo

ABSTRACT

Despite its greet diversity, its plurelisn end its traditionel divisions,
the vorlad today is repidly becoming one world. Msn's immense technologicel
echievements ‘have plunged him into a meelstrom of events whose impacts end

reverberations ave global whose overleps and cross-currents create

problems that are highly interactive. These .events vith their ill-defined

bounderies end their increesingly harsh consequences, form a massive end
éynemic conjuncture that should be recognized as ‘a totelity -- a constentl:

chenging, highly complex, essentielly indivisible , Vorldwide continua.

If this indivisible continu, of events is &amp; reality, it is one that ve
. . t | .

seen poorly prepared to seccept. Despite ll its achievements, our techno-

scientific society hes failed to provide ve with the ethic ; ideals y insti
. : 0 . .

tutions end policies vitsl to the functioning of en interdependent vorlad

We are beset with legs, gsps, imbolances end dissonences that occur end

keep recurring at all levels of perception, experience end decision. Ve

are threatened by nucleer escalation, by insidiously spreading conflicts,

by imminent large-scale hunger, by over-population , by the spoilege of

our environment ; by the elienation of our youth, by the breakdown of our

participatory processes, and by increasing institutional insufficiency and

rigidity.

Vhat arc ve doing about it? The situation is so new that we have. not yet

evolved the methods, let alone the ‘attitudes or outlooks thet may permit

us to overcome it. We therefore try to cope with it in the light of what
our traditions heve taught us: ve fragment reality as best we can into

single veld bowndzd "problems", end attenpt to deal with each of these

separately und in its oun terms. By doing this ve seek to isolate snd

scele down the problems to the size of the pnévers ve know how to give.

As © result all the singular solutions ve devise are rendered incffective



or irrclevont by the &amp;ll-pervasivé momentum that cnimotes the root-)ssues

end by the Jderger context thet conteins then, They teke on the espect of

stop-gep activities vhicl; in themselves, often cxecerbste the sitvetion

bs &amp; vhole, vhile accelerating its already complex dyhanics, Furthermore.

those &amp;pprouches thot insist both on step-by-step end perellel probleu-

solving os to have such &amp; grip on owr minds thot they preclude our

devoting sufficient time ox» energy to the systematic determinetion of

what gives rise to these critical inbalences, or to developing methods of
prevention -- methods thet will clarify our vnderstanding of the dengerous

consequences attendant vpon vnintegrated end fragnentery solutions.

hot con ve do ebout it? This is the question that the Club of Rome --

en informol, non-notionel, non-political group comprising intelleetvels,
scientists, cducators, business leaders, end men of goodwill from most
parts of the world end all walks of Vife -- hes set itself the tesk of

trying to ensver. Its menberç ‘are profoundly concerned obout ovr present
end the future it portends, which in their view emounts to nothing less

then the "predicement of mankind". They believe it is of the utrost

urgency to strive to comprehenà the neture of this complex, global
predicement, to do everything possible to vork towards obteining &amp; new

end truer understenaihg of our reoiity in its systemic dimensions, end

to do this with the aim of reaching &amp; new. conception of corrective actions

and policies. It “hopes that &amp; study vhich integrates the situation at

&amp; higher level af perception, and reveals some of its internal structure,

might leed to pertinent insights concerning the dangerous imbalences enà
dissonances vhose quickening dynemic is engulfing us. This kind of study

vould, hopefully, show that the linear end limited cost-benefit pnalyses

which have heretofore guided us in our decisions is becoming. entirely

inadequate. When ve extend such methods end measurements to cover the

total situation, both the notion of cost and that of effectiveness acquirc
new meenings which might prove useful in clerifying those contexts vithin

which ideas such as dynamic belence could become operational guidelines,
Given these guidelines, ve might be able to develop still unthouzht of

long-term options, end suggest alternative motivetions and actions in

policy making.



Further, the Club of Rowe ronnie that the velve-base for on

chndeavor that secks to eddress itself to our vorld in ell ite vericty

end diversity, just necessarily be made broad enough to transcend

differences in historic development, in traditions, in culturel

evolution end in the attituées thet these differences generete. The

value-base must be relevent to inéiviquel ; social s political, evd

environmental concerns, for these are Snextricably intermixed in eo

world that cen perheps most eppropri ately be described as en evolu-

tionary eco-systen, comprising both natvral phénonena end huacn

experience, whose boundaries heve nov, irreversibly, reached the
physicel frontiers of the plenet Barth,

The pin of the project is to think creatively or inventively, rether

then to concentrate on in-depth research —— of which a grect deal 18

going on in mony places. Consequently , the nethodologies to be adopte à

should be flexible, wholly tYansüisciplinery , end often heuristic.

Those who propose this projeet",cre evere thet it might not succeed --

or thet it might succeed in vays other then those that heve been

foreseen . Nevertheless , they ere convinced thét the very attempt to

free our thinking ebouvt, end to expand “our approaches to, the human

condition will, in itself, be of considerable value. It might inspire
other, differently conceived,’ efforts vhich eventually must end will
succeed. |

The intent is thet the project will be carried out by an interdiscipli-

nery Vork Group of about ‘ten ‘selected scientists supportedbyalerge

number of consultents vho sre recognized authorities in specific fields.

The vork- vould be done over &amp; period of some fifteen to eighteen months

in Switzerland, vhere the Institut Battelle ot Geneva hes agreed to

provide administrative support ‘end physical facilities.

Fhe initial work of the Group would be to delineete &amp; very coarse-grain

model of our situartion's genere). structure, or morphology, with reference

to en cmpiricelly established list of Continuous Critical Problers. This

rouzh rodel (or set of related models) would then be systematically inves-

tinated through enolytic observation or, $7 posalie, through simuletions,



in the hope thet such o study night yield insights, into the behavior

of the generel sycteu under differing conditions end event-configurations

Depending voon the degree of success echieved, the findings that result

fron such efforts wight meke it possible for anyone or ony institution

concerned to cleborate evegestions for action thet might be of help. in

the formulation of policy. Both the findings end suggestions of the

Work Group would be subi ted to representatives of interested governments
in some gs-yct-to~be-conceived nonner and through some es-yet-torbe-concoi

peens, which the Club of Rome is presently eottenpting to envision, end

vhich it hopes will emerge as &amp; new type of cooperative effort emong

people, governments ; institutions , &amp;nû international agencies to the end

of evoking e massive "prise de conscience" that wight pave the vey to

gorld-vide action.



THE CLUB OF ROMIZ POSTURE AND PROPOSED ACTIVITY
 ere rehmiteh ry ghee er

Speech by Dr; A, Peccei at the Berne Conference of June 30, 1970,

In the first part of the Conference, we have examined in brief

outline, as befits this encounter, the pre sent state of world

society, which is becoming alarming from many aspects;

then we overviewed what is being done or planned, alas with

little prospect of success, to stop the degrading conditions on

our planet; and have concluded that it is high time to make a

coordinated and perhâps supreme effort to attack the
'; :

unprecedented tangle of problems confronting mankind

This is The Club of Rome's posture: You know that it is

action-oriented! Let me now try to explain how and why,

though a small, private organization, it hopes to have an

impact on the overall situation--if it can muster, financial

means fully to develop îts action. -

Schematically, its objectives are twofold, and may be pursued

in two subsequent thoûgh overlapping phases. The first
objective is to acquire and diffuse a'real; in-depth under-

standing of the present critical state of human affairs, and

of the narrowing and uncertain per spectives and options which

are likely for the future if present trends are not corrected.

The second objective is, then: to recognize and propose new

policy guidelines and patterns of action capable of redressing

the sitilation and keeping it under control,



I will to-day concentrate particularly on

and phase. In doing this I may start by highlighting two

of the basic shortcomings which account for why man's

struggle against the increasingly man-rnade reality of the

modern world is ironically a losing struggle.

the first objec ctive

The first shortcomingisamisassessment of the time-scale

of developments in our epoch. True, we often hear that

time is of essence. ‘But the human mind tends to lean on

past experience--which nowadays is of little avail, if not

altogether mislcading. In fact, a technology-generated

whirlwind of change, without precedent in man's history, is
transforming the world'under our eyes. In the matter of

one decade or two, the speeds at ‘ich we move, communi-

cate, reckon and generally do’ things, and thus produce events,
have increased by orders of magnitude, ‘Asa consequence,

all heretofore valid time-references have become practically

useless, Unable to adjust to'this unaccustomed, perhaps

unnatural, certainly revolutionary tempo of change, we fight

the mounting tide of ever-new problems and difficulties

belatedly and with outdated concépts and methods. Thus,
while unremittingly engaged, on the one hand, in transform-

ing everything, we are incapable, on the other hand, of

rising up to the challenges of this rapidly evolving reality.

The gap has become so large and widening'that we are on the

verge of disaster on many counts. I for one share UN

Secretary General U Thant's concern when he warned the

member states that they have perhaps ten years left in



which io subordinale their ancient guarrcls and launch a

global partnership to curb the arms race, to prote ct the

human environment, to check the population explosion, and

to supply the required moméntum to world development

efforts--because, if such a global partnership is not forged

within this decade of the 1970's, these problems might reach

such staggering proportions that they will be beyond our

capacity to control.

The second shortcoming, which compounds the first one, is

the lack of perception of the nature of change under way.

Again we tend to rely on retrospective judgment, and react

as if we were still adda by the familiar panoply of age-cld
problems--only changed in degree. ‘We {ail to perceive

that now the question is quite often of changes of kind--which

by themselves make the reference base we had painstakingly

built up in prebdaing centuries thoroughly unusable, More-
over, real mutations in key elements.or relationships now

affect and threaten the functioning of the complex and delicate

systems on which Life on Earth depends. In the face of

such metamorphic changes, we must realize, no measure of

old correctives can redress the situation.

; To survive and progress in the age of technology we must,

therefore, quickly awaken to its realities. To start with, a

prise de conscience' has to be created of the velocity and

radicality of the transformations now occurring in human

society and its environment. The next step is to train our



perception and thinking to identify, ‘comprehend and correlate

the new kind of situations which have emerged and now domi-

nate the world systein, and to grasp their interactions and

frends.

Only by a qualitative jump of this sort can we hope to acquire

the forward posture needed to understand where our escalation

in tampering with Nature's cycles and equilibria, and the

unprecedented dynamic and artificialness we have impressed

on everything which bears on our life, may finally lead us--

as individuals and collectivities, as mankind in the whole,

even as a species among other species.

. te

The Club of Rome is wil aware how extremely difficult it is

to place at this high level our understanding of the present

complexities and of the fulures which may stem from them,
But it is equally convinced, as already mentioned, that a

supreme effort must be. made in this sense while still in time,

namely during the next three or four or five years, if we want

to steer our course toward safety and fulfilment. as is our
vital inters st and befits our quality of rational and spiritual

beings.

The Club of Rome believes that it can be instrumental in

catalyzing this exceptional effort. And to pursue this

objective its activity during the first phase will be mainly

centered around a project designed by Hasan Ozbekhan and

the first draft of which has been circulated. In view of the



situation, we cal] it "The Predicament of Mankind!, Its aim

is to search into the wonderful and terrific reality which .

surrounds us, with the purpose of apprehending its morpho-
logy and dynamic, and thereby establishing new intellectual
and operational bases on which to build for the years and

decades ahead,’

It is an ambitious undertaking -hence rather costly, The

financial problem of The Club of Rome is essentially how to

fund this Project, We have been in contact with many pos sible

sources of financing, essentially private. To one of them we
have specifically applied for the total or a large part of the

sum required to carry out the Project. So far, an initial

grant has been approved to complete its preparation and

Presentation and thoroughly scrutinize its feasibility--after
which a decision will be taken, - Other Sources of financing
we want to involve may be 'complementary or alternative to

this one, or may Support the general activity of the Club.

The scope, outline and terms of reference of this Project will

be discussed in a while, I will limit myself to saying here

that no Comparable endeavor has ever been envisaged although
henceforth, a whole stream of activities must be organized

along the general lines We propose--lest by piling of crisis

Upon crisis our course becomes without issue. I wish to add

that we believe that the Project is feasible, in the sense that,

though of course not unveiling the whole. of reality or detecting

all its workings, it will probably open a new way through

which further, massive efforts can be directed to obtain the



elements and insight needed fimally to gain control of oux

future. And therefore we are also confident that the

problem of funds, albeit difficult, will not block this initiative

However convinced we are that the Proje ct will prove to be a

clarificatory and decisive turning- point, it would be too naive

to believe that jts findings will easily be accepted. There-

fore, while carrying it out, The Club of Rome should step uj

its general activity aimed at strengthening the sense of

responsibility with the world decision centers, and focusing

attention and increasing awareness of selected categories of
4 ’ -

public opinion--such 4s youth movements and what may be

called 'intermediate groupings’ --on the need for new roads

to be charted.

The immediate aim of this collateral action is to get people’.

minds away from the traditional approaches which were

germane to the simpler, discrete probiems of the past, but
whicls win now be totally vnavailing, as we have just seen;

and to sensitize them to the imperatives dictated by the new

situation, However necessary, this may be considered a

Herculean, nearly impossible task. Probably it is the most

difficult task ahead because, though the situation is itself

extremely complicated and baffling, the message should be
as simple and intelligible as possible. Let me take a few

minutes to consider this aspect of our future activity.



f What has to be put through in different and opportune ways

the system concept, namely that the problems of modern

society are so interlocked in metabolic interdependence that

none of them can any Jonger be tackled on its own merits C

alone, but all have to be approached within a larger context,
+ : ; .

This will lead to the other and more fundamental concept that

some of the major problems of our time are becoming so

large as literally to span over the planet, and so overwhelming

as to foreshadow the destiny of all peoples. And a corollary

is that our main policies must now be futures-inspired, out-

come-oriented. As a matter of fact, it has to be explained,

things have reached a point where any success we may have
% :

with even very spor tal problems of a national, continental

or sectoral character, is irrelevant unless we are winning

our battle also with these Macroproblems of the world.
, ° : +

.- . ; iy &gt;,

At first sight, these concepts are so heterodox that the

Copernican change they would require; or intend to provoke,

in our vision of human interests--from sectoral to'systemic,

from local to global, and from short-term to long-term and

normative--may seem utopian, However, I-am not so

pessimistic, because of the widespread, though still confused,

feeling even ordinary people have in every country that to-day's

world is possessed by something fundamentally new and

ominous, and that our conduct must change, And thus I

believe that the imperatives of our time at which I just hinted

can in {fact be put convincingly through to large sections of

world opinion--if we only want.” And that they may be

presented, for instance, as follows:



the imperat-ve of a systemic approach: ‘in a situation

where everything interferes with everything else, problems

are not only individ ually complex but Mutually impinging

through innumerable ramifications and overlappings--so

that we are going around in vicious circles and courting

disaster unless we first understand the dynamic inter-

dependencies characterizing their ensemble;

the imperative of a global approach: in a world shrunken

by technological progress to incredibly reduced dimensions

hereafter the major problems of any nation or people, if

anattended, will boomerang on all others--so that no nation
- 20° - 8

or people can totally separate its welfare, progress or

destiny from. the others', and a new solidarity of interests
 À ;

; Ÿ 4
is forced on one and all;

the imperative of a normativé approaeh: in an age when
; . . 0 . -

technology gives man the enormous powers Lo prod the

cosmos and thé atom, to go farther quicker, to produce

more cheaper, to release unhéard-of energies, to hoard

fantastic wealth and knowledge, and to overkill foe and kin,

the time is over for expediency and improvisation as they

can only foreclose tomorrow!'s options and lead us astray--

so that long-range objectives and planning must now guide

things human. |

{ Finally, it would be simply foolish not to consider the limited

nature of The Club of Rome's means--even if we had all the fi-

nancing requested--and its capacity to influence the views of the



pcople we want to address. Thi% sobering thought is always

with The Club of Rome, but we think that there exist alrcady

abundant ferments and trends, particularly among the young,

for a catalyst to have an immense influence. The Club of
Rome intends to contribute to fulfilling this function alongside

or in combination with what I have called the 'intermediate

gr oupings ', |

There are, not only in Western society, a multitude of

important think-tanks, study groups, intellectual circles,

scientific bodies, centers of excellence, research institutes,
plus foundations, academies, “universities and industrial

A Lo

associations, unions, etc. , of all sorts, having a sectoral ox

national or regional scope, but whose activity will be immen-

sely enhanced and enlightened if that scope is placed--as it

should be, and as proposed by The Club of Rome--within a

wider context dictated by modern realities whose critical

parameters are global, long-term and systemic, “These

groupings often forge innovation and, as they are para-establish
ment ih cs GUBTE, they may also act as transmission pulleys to

set decision centers in motion,

They are of the most varied species, from the Atlantic

Institute to the Fondation Européenne de la Culture, from the

National Industrial Conference Board to the World Council of

Churëhes. {rom l'Institut de la Vie to the World Society {for
Ekistics, from the Max Planck Gesellschaft to the Istituto

Affar 1 Internazionali, from the Association Internationale des

Futuribles to the Overseas Development Council, from the



0

International Association for Cultural Freédom to the Science

of Science Foundation. This list could be extended for pages

but,ofcourse,‘The Club of Rome cannot reach all of them.

However, the vehicles for the quick propagation of ideas

across national and cultural frontiers are nowadays so devel-
a" .

oped that if The Club of Rome can produce some 'idéés-force’,

they will find in this innumerable proliferation of groupings an

invaluable multiplier for their diffusion,

But the ultimate aim of The Club of Rome is to reach and, if

I may say so, to enlighten and motivate the main decision
Ao. .

centers of the world. "Some preparatory activity has already

been carried out during the last year, chiefly by a number of

visits to key people in Ottawa, Moscow, Washington, Tokyo,

Buenos Aires, Yienna and other capitals. Our stand and
purpose aroused interest because they tend to produce amore

rational and constructive alternative to the present policies

and policy-making methods. As we all know, in many

quarters«&lt;hesc'are considered largely 'passé' and sterile. But

our action, to be effective, certainly has to be sharpened and

expanded.

] am also glad to state that we have been able to discuss our

ideals and projects with the leaders ‘of some international

organizations, partiéularly the UN Joconomic and Social

Council (ECOSOC) and the Organization for Fconomic Co-

operation and Development (OECD), and that we were extre-

mely gratified by their deep intere st in the outcome of our



work and the promise of moral añd technical support.

While our main, task in the next few wecks and months will

be to bring "The Predicament of Mankind' Project to the

implementation stage, and then to make a first-class job of

its development, we intend also to maintain our contacts

with people responsible for policy decisions in relevant

centers both in national Governments and international

organizations, And we have sincerely welcomed and

deeply appreciated the initiative of the Swiss Federal Council

in inviting us to come to Berne and pre sent, for the first

time in a coordinated way, the raison d'etre’ and the purpose
a ‘

of The Club of Rome." "We detect in this invitation a sign of

concern by the Swiss authorities about the adverse trends in

human affairs and a desire to take a stand toward reversing

them by giving moral acknowledgement to the effort The Club
; &gt; Ra

of Rome is trying to-develop.

We want to say here that we are deeply grateful for this

attitudes of the Swiss Federal Council and Administration, and

hope that--also due to the fact that our Association is based

in this country--the Conference we are holding to-day in

Berne may be just the first manife stion of support and advice

this country is ready to give to The Club of Rome during the

crucial years to come--thus setting an example which other

countries may follow.



EMBARGO: June 30, 1990 = 11.30 a.m. Hugo Thicimann

CLUB OF ROME CONFERENCE

Bern, 29-30 June 1970

THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE PROJECT INSWITZERLAND

Neturel sciences, 8s we know, have developed very repidly. Every 15

years the number of scientists doubles, ‘end so does the nunber of their

publications. The leading industriel countries have not only contributed

to furthering seientific knowledge, but hove developed technology leading

to enormous industries. Svitzerlend 15 one of the highly industrialised

countries ond its contribution £2 scientific knowledge snd. to the develop:
ment of industriel produets is iyrportent in comparison to its smell size.

Thepep between Science end Institutions
Science ond technology eve responsible for a high standard of living, but

gt the same time they ere ‘the cause of many critical vorld problems. The

scientist lives in &amp; kind of euphory, convinced thet he can solve any

problem provided he’ has enough time and money. The latest Apollo missions

have criphesized (tis fect. Hunanity, however, 1s reacting violently to

such a development, and in spite of increased knowledge ve are witnessing

a very severe crisis. The problems crested by scientific progress seem to

become more and more complex in nature, end we appear helpless to find

solutiens. even with our best scientific brains.

Ve have learned to solve problers with the tools of the natural sciences;

however, today's problèns seen to be immune to such an epproach. AJ) our

attention has been concentrated on technical inventions and innovations,

end institutional innovation hes not been encouraged. On the contrary,

most of our efforts have been devoted to meaintaining out-dated institutions



Because of this epparent inability to use science to solve ox avoid

criticel vorld problems, confidénce in science hes been "lost". ‘he
/ + 4

scientist is eccuscd of wderteking scientific work for the suke of
scicnce and becouse during the past 20 years he has had alnost vnliniteà

finencisl support from society.

Es

The new _problein .

“Noturol sciences have helped in the understanding of basic phenomense.

Fundementel lews have been discovered, lews vhich can be checked and

2osvred accurately. The critical world problems epperent. today cennot

© measured by the scale of the exact selences. The basic levs ore not

known, end the complexity of problems touching the behaviour of the’

human being are such thet common yeti onol thinking seems poverless. Ve

may define the knowledge ve vould need es the soft sciences. Hovever,

the stele is so vitel that even, &amp; very modest trisl would be worth while
ti

in order to inprove our understehting of the problematique.

The project described by Mr. Ozbekhen &lt;s- a possible but unusual vey of
- * oO .

investigetion end the fruits of a serious ‘effort in this connection would

seen to be promising.

À research project such as that presented by Mr. Ozbekhan elveys appears

vague in its cerly stages. As ‘director of &amp; research institute I think that

this is not unusual. In most ceases en idea or a question ie vague et the _

origin of the project. It is &amp; very difficult task to reduce it to a project

capable of describing à specific epproach vhich looks possible. Such analyses
ere necessary vhen ve have to define how many people, vhet kind of people,

whet time end how much money are involved. A proposal has been worked out

in order to reslise ‘vhat kind, of organisation is necessary to do excellent
work. The execution of research projects, especielly the type in question, is

very difficult becavse of its exploratory netuvre. It is not a notler of

finding en ansver to à very specific question but to en extrenely complex



situation. Me essentiel key js the research staff involved. Deep

personel involvement 3s neccessary es well as the tools for MANELING,

such en widerteking.

As the projcct is conceived es a single triel over a very limited

period of time, it would.not be cäviseble to form en institution for

this purpose. It vas therefore suggested ‘that en ad hoc groupe of

scientists be set up end incorporated into an existing research

institution. The project vill need the help of many consultants in

different parts of the vorld end the staff for the project hss to be

composed very Anternationsldy. :

The BATTELLE IFSTITUTE in Geneve is prepared Tor such en assistence,

es the permenent staff is comnposed of rony nationalitics ond is expe-

rienced in many international research projects. =

As the creed of the Pettelle-Fépihäation is bused on Furthering science

amd its epplicetion for the benefit of mankind, the present project

falls vithin sts broed interests. It, is therefore certein that the Club

of Rome tesk force eppointed to direct end execute the project finds a
or : °

vexy receptive end naturel SUTTOUNOINE

The infrastructure of the Institute ; i e..its library, staff @cpertment ;

language department, publishing department, teleconmunications y etc,

caen be made available within the contrectual mechenism of the institute.

Batteile should provide for all the necessery help es well as some

specielists end supporting instruments. The Battelle laboratories in

Geneva vill be the supporting structure but the responsibility for condue-

ting the project lies with the Club of Rome. The Institute hos today a

staff of ebout (00 people, of vhich 100 are already active in the soft

sciences. Some of the scientists are.very concerned with the subject of

the project end the mathematical means already available may” become an
important tool for the vork.



le have proposed thet the project be undertaken in Geneve, not only
because of the Bettelle focilities, but because of the ideal situation

of Geneve for internationel vork and the easy link to other international

ovgenisations vhose activities ere pertinent to the project.

To be a success the Project needs a suitable platform, thot is Switzerland

&amp;s à neutrel vnengeged islend. There ere not many such places in the world

Ve ere very honored, end I an personelly very indebted to our "Conseil

Fédéral", in particvler to M. Celio who hes rescted enthusiastically to

such en vndertaking.

In the pest , Svitzerlend has supported many nev idees, like the Red

Cross, for exemple. I hope that tle effort end support given to the

approach of the Club of Rome % "1 open new vays in the tradition of

our small country.
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dhat is being done to meet the situation

The rising crisis in human affairs which has been described

by Professor Freymond is only now beginning to be appreciated

in its entirety by politicians and the public at large. Many

of its elements have, of course been recognised for some years
and have, as in the case of the population explosion, pollution,

delinguency, drug taking and the student unrest, already become
political and social issues, As far as I am aware, however, no

government has yet attempted to relate these phenomena or has

perceived clearly that individually they are but symptoms of a

disease which has become generalised within the social organism
There has been no serious attempt to analyse and diagnose in

a coherent sense or to assess the possibile impact of present

trends on the body politic or on society as a whole,

The nearest formal attempt to present a total picture of the

situation vas made by Professor Thorkil Kristensen in February

1969 when, as Secretary-General of the 0.E.C,D., he presented
to his Ministerial Council a statement on "the problems of the

modern society" particularly in the context of conditions of

rapid economic growth. This evoked a spontaneous response from

the Ministers of many courtries and it was agreed that continu
ing growth and increased prosperity could well aggravate the.

nodern society problems unless steps were taken to modify the



means, and particularly the technological developments on what

growth depends and to consider more carefully the way in which

the products of growth could better contribute to the advancemen

of society. —

0.%.C.D. hes continued its analyses of these problems giving
particular stress to those of the environment: It has become

increasingly clear that the origin of the new cluster of probleme
is to be found in three inter-related causes; namely rapid

population growth and its increasing concentration in large

aggregates; unprecedented ‘levels of prosperity in the indus-

trialised countries, despite residual islands of poverty and

vnderprivilege and finally a rapid and uncontrolled technological

development on which prosperity has been based but which has
provided many undesirable Side effects,

.

Meanwhile the individual problemsofrace,social unrest,
pollution and student unrest have become ever more pressing,

in most countries. In the United States, for example, concerr
about environmental pollution has reached a level of hysteria.

President Nixon, in addition to initiating action programmes

for the United States called upon the Atlantic Council to take

up the challenge of the problems of modern society with the
result that NATO has created a committee for the purpose and

has organised a series of important national case studies,

especially in pollution problems of inland and coastal walters
the air etc. and also on disaster control.

0.E.C.D, has, over a period of years developed a modest but

practical. programme in technological and resource management
aspects of the air and vater systens as well as undertaking

studies on pesticides, noise pollution (including the sonic



boon), urban managementandnewtransportationtechnology.
This work will now be given greater importance end extended
within the economic context which is the characteristic of

this Organisation with special emphasis on cost-benefit and

cost effectivenness studies of alternative means of controlling

pollution, including the problem of who should pay -- government,

industry or consumer, a problem. which involves competitive
“aspects of international trade;

| :

Meanwhile the ORCD Ministers, at their meeting of May 1970;
have pronounced on the economic growth prospects for the decade

of the 1970's, The target of 50 per cent growth of G,N.P, for
the ORCD Member countries for the 1960's was exceeded in practice

and, if Japan, which was not a member when the objective was

set, is included, it vas greally exceeded. In view of the poten-
tialities of the various cotintries for further growth the

Ministers "set an increase in the real national product of the

VECD arca as a whole, of the order of 65 per cent as a collec-

tive growth objective for the decade 1970-1980", This is
regarded as a framework within which "Member countries will

determine their economic policies", The Ministers stressed,
however, that "growth is not an end in itself but rather an

instrument for creating better conditionsoflife"~ a state-
ment of considerable political weight. “increased attention"
they said — "must be given to qualitative aspects of growth

and to the formulation of policies with respect to the broad

economic and social choices involved in the allocation of growing
resources".

The international bandwagon of the environment is by no means

restricted to the Organisations mentioned above. The Council
of Europe, for example, which has for many years interested

itself in pollution and ecological problems, held an important



meeting on the subject earlier this year in the presence of man)

princes of the Turopean Royal Housess The Economic Commission
for Europe of the United Nations is egually concerned and
provides a forum for Fast-Vest discussion of these problems;

it will held an important conference on the environment in Pragu

during 1971, The Evropean Communities of Brussels are likewise

considering these questions from a more directly operational

- point of view within the scope of the "Aigrain Committee".

UNESCO with its cultural and research preoccupations held a worl:
conference on the biosphere in 1969, while the U.N, itself is

organising a world conference on the environment which will be

held in Stockholm in 1972,

Apart from these intergovernmental ‘approaches, a large number
of unofficial bodies have begun to take an interest in the

modern. society problems and’ being free from the sectoral and

bureaucratie constraints of the intergovernmental organisations
are able to take a broader and ‘mnre comprehensive view, but

lack of course the means for actions They possessalimited

degree of influence but have an extremely important function
of public education and the opportunity Tor deeper intellectual
penetration of the complex of problems. We can only list here

a few of the more important private actions undertaken or

envisaged, There are doubtless many more, in fact I am at

present receiving invitations to participate in meetings of
this type at the rate of four to five per week. In ‘particular

a number of significant démarches are atl present being made in

the United States, for example as a follow up of the work of

thè President's group on national goals, which are not fully

known in Europe. .

The following should be noted: the symposium held by the Nobel

Foundation in October 19695 the New York Conference of the



Jorld Academy of Arts end Sciences in Apeil 1970 on "Bnviromment

and Dociety";. the Aspen conference of the International Associati
for Cultural Freedon on ‘technology, social goals and cultural

options to be held in August 1970. All these meetings have had

an integrative and comprehensive approach to the problematique.
On the environment again, the Battelle Institute is organising

an important conference in Vashington in January 1971 where the

place of industry will be particularly stressed, and this will
be followed by a conference in ¥urope on the same theme later

in that year, The International Chamber of Commerce is also

working in the same direction.

To sum up, there is a large and growing concern for this whole

problem area, The private and professional initiatives are

useful, encouraging comprehensive discussion but have, so far,
had quite minor influence; " "the intergovernmental activity is

large and probably excessively concentrated on the specific

problems of pollution of the environment —- 80 fer mainly. by talk

rather than action. While there is a growing awareness on the

part of many politiciahs that pollution is but one facet of the

cluster of societal problems, they ars in fact focussing on

this aspect since it involves the least degree of social

complexity and controversy. Pollution is an inorganic enemy
which does not fight back in social and political terms; it

is on the whole politically unifying and a useful diversion

from still more serious and difficult matters.

In the meantime, public opinion, initially through students,
radical groups and intellectuals but increasingly throughout

the spectrum OF society, is becoming deeply concerned with the
human condition as it is energing and with the inadecuacy of

existing structures, political systems and power groupings to

face up to an unconfortable reality. This takes many extreme



and even absurd forms - demands Lor an excessive conservalionior

for a moratorium on scientific rescareh for the acceptance of a

zero—-growth economy. The latter concept can be very dangerous |

it would remove the possibility of abolishing the residuwa of

poverty in.industrialised societies except through a révolutionar;

redistribution of income and abandonment of the present basis

of society. In the tiers monde it could only be seen as a decader

post-colonialist'abdication of responsibility by the rich nations
of the world.

The predicament is deep. Man has shown that through technology

he can free himself from poverly but has at the same tine

demonstrated his incapacity to manage himself, his societies anc

his future. He has made evident his capacity to create thé

weapons. and conditions Tor, lhe suicide of the race, not only
through the bomb but through general incapacity to manage
affluence and through the new potentialities provided by moleculs

biology and neuro-physiology 0" manipulate his organism and
psyche-means, as is always true in science, which are capable
of the greatest goodiand the grcatest evil, . The normal processes
of organic evolution are too slow: to take man further in the tine

he disposes. His fate and future are in his own hands, but he

is aware of his lack of wisdom in contrast to his cleverness in

material invention, The only ethic which remoins to guide

society and the individual is that which distinguishes policies
and actions which favour human survival from those which lead to

distruction,

rerat0

19th June, 1970,
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AHAT 1S THE CLUB OF ROME

The Club of Rome is ean informal, multinstional, non-political group

of scientists, economists, planners, câuéetors and business leaders --

a maximum of ebout 60 members. It is non-political in the sense that

Sts members are not involved in current political decisions, and that

it hes not itself any idcologicel .or national political comaltments.

Its vocation is the good of menkind, which in its opinion means &amp;lso

the good of any nation or people in a world which is rapidly cmerging

es &amp; vhole, integrated system. It believes thet a rethinking, yedisco

very anû reformuletion of values consonent with the realities of our

time js needed; that broed gosls for society must be defined; that a

new set of institutions end instrumentalities is required to conduct
humen effairs edequately; end "thet to organize vorld society at sa

higher level the exceptionslly dynemic present and the kind of futures

that mey eventvate from it must be fret uaderstood.

“THE PREDICAMENT OF MANKIED" PROJECT

To carry out its design, The Club of Rome hes been incorporated in
Jeneva as a non-profit priveote essociation vnder the Swiss Civil Code

end intends to develop actions in various directions. So far, it has esta-

blished à number of contacts with key people in Ottawa, Moscow, Washington,

Tokyo, Buenos Aires, Stockholm, Berne, Vienna end other cepitals, as well as

in international orgenizations . While this ‘high-level exchenge of vieus will
continue, The Club of Rome believes that it cen mobilize enough effort to

undertake &amp; project thet, outstripping conventional visdon enû methodologica.

orthodoxy, will succeed in penetrating end deseribing the complex nature

rd Cimensions of the vorld problematique. If this gosl in ettaincd, the

stage will Ve set for the formulation and éevelopnent of long-term alternati



outlooks end options needed by those who sre responsible for leedershs

end ection in ao world which must find a now, more promising course.

It is hop=ad that this Project == tentetively celled "The Predicament of

Menkina" -- mey start after the suwñmier of 1970 end be conpleted by the

end of 1971. It is conceived es a self-contained, non-continual operation,

&amp; kind of détonator of otheï end more brosdly-büsca studies, of more

advenced epproxixations to reality and of simulation models to be carried

out subscquently by the joint initiative of the "edvenced" nstions. Its

scope ney eppear both embitious end immense, even if limited, es it is ;

to the three following points:

1. To examine, es systematically es possible, the nature end

configuration of the prof ound inmbal ences that define todey's

problenetique throughout the world; end to attempt to

determine the oynipites of the interactions vhich seemingly
exacerbete the situation es &amp; vhole.

+ .

2. To develop an initial, coarse-grein "model" or models of this

dynewic situetion in the expectestion thet they will reveal
both those systemic components that ave most critical end those

interactions thet are most generally dengerous for the future.

3. To tonstruct a "normative" overview from these models; end to

cdaxify the political, sociel, economic, technologicel, institu

tional, ete. consequences end the action implications that such

an overview might enteil and substentiete.
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PIRSY CLUB OF ROME CORFERENCH

BERT,29end30dune1970

By invitation of the Swiss Federal Council the Club of Rome will hold

its first conference &amp;t Bern on the 29th and 30th of Jvae.

About Forty people will porticipate, coming from various countyica

in Europe, North end South America, Asia anû Africe. -

The Club of Rome was founded in 1968 et. &amp; necting’ in ‘Rome of some

thirty people who set out to contribute towsrds &amp; better urderstenéing

of the problems of modern society es a vhole, seen in its globel contest

fhe Club of Rome eins et prohiéping &amp; botter ancdlysis of the âynenics ;
f ;

interdependence, interactions end overlops of the problems thot chearee-

torize this whole, vhile concentrating particularly on those espects
thot concern all menkind.. o ©

The results of the Club of Rome's studies end activities Will be rade

known to public opinion in scientific, intellectuel end politicel circles,

end to Cecision centres at ell levels, so es to influence world effeirs

bs much es possible elong more rational end hunsche lines.

More specificelly, the meïbers of the group promoting the Club of Rome

heve vorked out à research project ~ The Predicement of Menkina ~ vhich

Vill be underteken in Svitzerlend with non-governmental finencial backing
This perticvlor project will be carried out at the Bettelle Institute,

Geneve, by reasearchers from vorious countries and resecrch institutes ;
under the generel management of Professor Hasen Ozbekhen.



The meeting of the 29th end 30th June 1970 will therefore be of

prinery ixnortence to the start end precticel development of the

mission the members of the Club of Rome have teken on themselves.

Its mein ein vill be to analyze end epprove the method end orgeni-

zetion of vork. on the project "he Predicement of Menkina" , id to

determine the ‘Club of Roue's future PLO GION



Problems of World Future
AURELIO PECCEI

Human Society*s Difficult Moment
Malaisc and tensions are mounting throughout the word. Even affluent
and strong societies show symptoms of a deep-seated uncasiness amidst
uncontestable cconomic and technical progress. Violence has become a
way of life and death when things get too complicated. Quick bloody
lashes flare up almost everywhere, and nobody knows if larger confronta-
jons are Jurking just around the corner.

Many signs indicate that we are nearing critical crossroads. “The con-

temporary unrest, although less apocalyptic: than the two world wars
which spawned it, 1s even more profoundly revolutionary in nature. The
essence of a revolution is that it appears to contemporaries as a scrics of

more or less unrelated upheavals.” (Henry A. Kissinger).
Also, concern about present difficulties and future dangers is growing.

T'his state of mind is witnessed by the flow of warnings and admonitions

coming from high moral and scientific authorities, resolutions voted by
the United Nations, and endless conferences? books, and studies concern-

ing this troubled situation.
However, it is a confused concern, and it does not really help cast any

light on the reasons why suddenly human socicty’s very foundations se¢m

so precarious and ts perspectives so uncertain,
ILvery year which, passes js important. But the end of this decade 1s

particularly important. It may mark a turning point. In an impressive
speech on the longer-range problems confronting modern socicty and the
quality of life in an automating world, President Nixon said (NATO
anniversary; April 1969): “The industrial nations share no challenge

Dr. AURÊLIO PECCFI is Vice-Chairman of the Board, Olivetti (Tvrea); Member of the
Management Committee of FIAT (Turin) and Chairman of the Board of FIAT-CONCORD
(Buenos Aires); and Managing Director, Ttalcohsult (Rome). He is the author of the book “The
Chasm Ahcad” which examines the disruptive forces threatening the world system and proposes
the urgent undertaking of joint studics by the advanced nations in areas of global concern.

Technological Forecasting 1 (1970), 229-233
Copyrieht © 1970 by American Elsevier Publishing Company, Inc.



more urgent than that of bringing 20th-century man and his environ-

ment to terms with one another, of niaking the world fit for man, and

helping man learn how to remain in harmony with his rapidly changing
world.” And OECD—which indecd provides a more fitting framework
than NATO to discuss this newest challenge-—has just started a grand
debate on the ‘Problems of Modern Society.”

By all mcans, this 1s the crucial question to which all Governments and
international organizations ought {o give first priority during the next
decade. For it has been discovered that economic growth is not enough,in
itself] to satisfy the demands of contemporary socicty. Other needs have
jumped to the forefront. Suffice it to consider the unsatisfied: collective,
and therefore more specifically social, needs in our embattled cities.

At the same time the gap between the rich and the poor of the carth is
appalling. Abundance is the privilege of certain limited arcas, while
elsewhere abject poverty and hunger are the rule. And other, cqually
intolcrable imbalances and divergencies, of a technological, educational,
and psychological* nature, divide classes, gencrations, peoples, and
nations. All these fratiures tend to grow, rather than diminish, as eivili-

zation spreads, and make socicty ever more unstable.

Thus, the unhealthy condition of our gap-ridden planct deteriorates
year after year. At this junétare, onc might be tempted to express some

hope because apparently there is a certain awareness of what we are up

against.
But the stark reality—beyond words and intentions-—is that no rational,

adequate cffort is yet made to counter this continuous involution or to

close the gaps which threaten human socicty.
However, what makes this state of affairs still worse globally is an even

more fundantental chasm. It is seldom perceived, but it is at the roots of
our crisis. It consists in the growing cleavage between the new kind of
world we go on creating and our very capacity to understand its fantastic

potential for good or for evil.
Thisisthecentral drama of our time. Nature and history show that

systems incapable of adapting to changing conditions are doomed. A case
in point is the complex system of human socicty under the impact of the
technological revolution. Its future depends on whether the psychosocial
organization painstakingly constructed through cpochs so different from
Technological Forecasting 1 (1970), 229-233 Aurclio Peccei
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the present once is in ‘condition to weather this revolution and not be
swept away by it. |

Time for action is now, because problems become ever larger, more

intricate, and interlocking. The tempo of change is quicker. If the last
decade has beenbreathtaking,the next one will be even more so. And
new orders of magnitude, in the dimensions, dynamics, complexitics, and
expectations we have to live with, most certainly lic ahead.

There must be no mistake: What the future has in store is a tidal wave

of formidable problems that will dwarf those we are alrcady unable to
resolve now. Some of them will be—and already are—problems beyond
the reach of any nation or continent and which necessitates global and

coodinated attack. They may be called “Problems of the World
Future,” and it is on them that our attention must be mainly centered.

To sum up, a race is on between our capacity to innovate and our

capacity to control innovation. The fable of the sorcerer’s apprentice
repeats itself, but in modern terms and crude reality, on a planctary

scale. te,
While this storm is gathering, not only must we no longer put aside the

alarming questions which weigh on the minds of all liberal spirits, but new
valucs, goals, approaches, institutions, snd mechanisms must be speedily
invented to match this reckless pace of change. Until society is established
again on strong moral and functinoal bases, consistent with this age, ts
progress and cven its mere survival arc in jeopardy.

The basic thinking with respect to these problems is that, although it is
not yct clear which options are open, two main alternatives may be
detected. Onetis that the world may just continue to drift along its
present, potentially ruinous course, practically without control and
without objectives. The other is that the most advance parts of mankind

will brace up and put to use their immense patrimony of knowledge,
information, and means to mount a supreme effort to steer the world
oward ‘a fresh direction, and then guide its course in an intelligent

manncr. Clearly, this is the goal to be pursued.

All the reasons exposed point to the necessity that all civilized peoples be
involved in this venture. While Europe, which no longer is a protagonist
in the arena of power politics, may be its starting point, all valid energies
must be enrolled. In fact, not only do the problems to be attacked overarch
robles of World Future Technolocical Forecasting 1 (1970), 229-233



the whole world, but their solution or nonsolution will affect all peoples

and nations.

The Principles of a New Approach

The principles with which the problems of the world future will havé
to be faced must of necessity be profoundly innovative.Thecurrent,
nationally egocentric, and predominantly military, or technological, or
cconomic approach has failed to produce viable solutions to our main
problems. It is quite evident that to attack the gigantic maze of problems
looming ahead a drastic change of approach is necessary. It has to be a
change of kind, not only a change in degrce. / nd it must be based on

a fuller, more truly scientific and humanc conception of tlic complex
systems in which man, socicty, nature, and technology interplay. Much
research and meditation, and a great capacity for synthesis, of course, are

required to delineate its supporting principles. But some scem obvious. |

As already implied, no global design can be pursued when the ad-
vanced, industrial nations of the,world arc engaged in struggling with one
another in the pursuit of conflicting, generally out-dated objectives. It
would bc even morc foolish and desperate to imagine that the Atlantic
nations can tackle the global problems of man and his environment
single-handedly. However largé their resources, they are far less than the
critical mass required. However deep their human understanding, itis not

widely recognized. ! -
Only by the combined action of all advanced countries may the world

be steered in the right direction. Thus, at this turn of history, this has
become their collective and inescapable obligation. This principle 1s
fundamental, its implications far-reaching. Above all it-mcans that East
and West must cooperate or succumb.

Another correlative principle reinforces this posture. From many
aspects the destiny of the world has become indivisible. Mobility, com-
munications, and interdependence have increased so much that today

the traditional factor of geographical distance counts for little. In such a
shrunken world, profound gaps and imbalances, can no longer exist,
since in the end they would, in one way or another, causc it to explode.

Hence, the concept of the oneness of mankind is dawning as a premise
to the survival of onc and all. Gone forever is the time when the different

Fechnotoaïral Forecasting V (1970), 229-233 Aurclio Peccci
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human groûps antagonizing cach other could süll find new territory and
resources. Wow all peoples, crammed as they arc in a small space, must

perforce widen their individual narrow circles of solidarity, progressively
embracingallmankind.Nopeople, not even the strongest nations can
hope to separate their destiny from that of all other peoples and nations
in the decades to come.

The conduct of human affairs must henceforth be guided by long-term
objectives and the reconciliation of short-térm policies with their long:
term implications. Many reasons make this principle essential. The long
view is now neccessary because of the increasing speed at which cvents
follow and influence cach other (the so-called acceleration of history),
and also because of the process toward gigantism which occurs in

practically every dimension (the trend to the macroscopic). The combined
cfTect creates a high degree of inertia and inflexibility in the hicrarchy of

systems which make up the present-day world,
Hence, 1t 3s Jong-term goals and normative thinking which must inspire

our decision-makingandthesensd6fourdirection, even to the point of
overriding short-term considerations.This3sahardtoswallow necessity,
especially for the political class, but it will be better understood when we
will have upgraded our rudimentary forecasting and planning technology.

Still another principle is that problems of a complex and multivariant

character can only yield to highly refined systems approach techniques.
In our pluralistic, hectic societies, most of the relevant factors con-
tinuously interfere with one another, and practically every problem is
linked with every other problem. This dynamic web of interactions
acquires parame ynt importance in many systems, so ‘that to examine
questions in isolation, “on their own merits,” out of context, asofold, may

be grossly and dangerously misleading. |

In all system problems of our time, the most dclicate aspects are the
human and social ones. These aspects arc gencrally beyond the range of

rationalization of the systems analysis and computational techniques
derived from military and acrospace problem-solving. Hence, no hope
can be entertained of coping with ‘their complexity unless far morc

sefined methodologies and techniques arc developed.
June 14, 1969
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TENTATIVE PROGRAM

CLUB OF ROME CONFERENCE

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

JULY 20-31, 1970

Monday, July 20

3:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

L2:00

1:30

2:30-
&gt;: 00

svening

Welcome, outline of program, Jay W. Forrester

Club of Rome objectives while at w.I.T., Aurelio Peccei

M.I.T. historical perspective related to dynamics
of social systems, Gordon S. Brown

Coffee

Basic concepts, levels, rates, system structure, Dennis Meadows

Lunch

formulation of simple Malthus model, Gerald Barney

Sub-groups put Malthus model =: computer. Learn techniques
of computer time-sharing usc and experience all phases of
a simple system study,

free, read

Tuesday, July 21

2:00

9:30

10:30

11:00

2:00

1:30-
5:00

Evening

Sources of models, information, data, relation to mental
models, sources of structure, Jay W. Forrester

Extension of the Malthus model, Gerald Barney

Coffee

A model of generation of solid waste, Jorgen Randers

Lunch

Develop the World Model (population, pollution, food,
natural resources), Jay W. Forrester

Dinner - Speaker to be announced later



Wednesday, July 22

3:00

9:30

10: 30

11:00

12:00

1:30-
5:00

Positive feedback, transition between positive and negative
loops, growth, equilibrium, decay, Jay W. Forrester

Biological dynamics: insulin-glucose control, Richard Foster

Coffee
Crisis of the Cities, John F. Collins

Lunch

Subgroups work with World Model

Evening Reading assignments

Thursday, July 23

9:00

10:30

11:00

12:00

1:30

rvening

Urban Dynamics, Jay W. Forrester

Coffee

Urban Dynamics, (cont.)

Lunch

Urban Dynamics, (cont.)

Dinner: Meet M.I.T. faculty members

Friday, July 24

3:30

3: 30

10:30

11:00

12:00

1:30

2. 30

System similarities, common structures, continuity of
past to future, Jay W. Forrester

Model of Social Forces in Drug Addiction,
Gilbert Levin and Edward B. Roberts

coffee

Drug addiction, (cont.)
Lunch

Discussion of behavior of World Model,

Subgroups on World Model



Monday, July 27

9:00

9:30

LO: 30
11:00
L2:00

1:30

ivening

Alternative policy formulation, Dennis Meadows

Corporate Growth model, Jay W. Forrester

Coffee
Corporate Growth, (cont.)
Lunch

Club of Rome Executive Committee, preliminary discussion
of Predicament of Mankind Project.
Other members: free, reading, staff and computer available.

Dinner - M,I.T faculty guests, or alternate for July 28
reception

Tuesday, July 28

9:00

9:30

10:30

LT: 00
12:00

1:30

Evening

Skills and Training needed for social. systems dynemics,
Jay W. Forrester

Dynamics of Commodity Stabilization, Dennis Meadows

Coffee

Commodities, (cont.)

Lunch

Sub-groups, work with model of commodity stabilization
policies,

Reception, Howard Johnson. President of M,I.T.. tentative

dednesday, July 29

3:00

9:30

10:30
11:00

12:00

1:30

rvening

Modeling of social systems, Jay W. Forrester

Professional literature and sources of information,
Richard Foster

Coffee

Dynamics of Land Use and Food Production, Gerald Barney

Lunch

Club of Rome Executive Committee on Project planning.
dther members: free, reading, staff and computer available.

‘ree, reading



Thursday, July 30

9:00

9-30

10:30
11:00
12:00

1:30

Evening

Modeling of social systems, Jay W. Forrester

Designing a System for Comprehensive Community Health
Care, Edward B. Roberts

Coffee

The Urban Dynamics Research Program, Walter Schroeder

Lunch

Group discussion of social trends led by Jay W. Forrester
pased on readings to be supplied from Kuhn, McGregor, Hagen,

Alternate time for July 28 reception

Friday, July 31

9:00

LO: 30

11:00

12:00

1:30

3:00

Characteristics of complex social systems, Jay W. Forrester

Coffee

Implementing new policies in social systems, Dennis Meadows

Lunch

Final discussion

Executive Committee on future plans

Saturday, August 1

Reserve for Executive Committee on future plans

Address correspondence to:

Jay W. Forrester
Room E52-454 :

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
J.S.A.

Phones:

Office:

Home :

617/864-6900
Extension 2654

617/369-9372



LISTE DES PERSONNALITES ET HAUTS FONCTIONNAIRES SUISSES

QUI ONT ACCEFTE DE PRENDRE PART A LA CONFERENCE LU

CLUB DE ROME DU 30 JUIN 1970, HOTEL BELLEVUE PALACE A BERNE

M, le Conseiller fédéral Nello CELIO

Chef du Département des finances et des douanes
Bernerhof
3003 Berne

M, le Ministre Gérard BAUER
Président de la Fédération suisse

des associations de fabricants d'horlogerie
6, rue d' Argent
2501 Bienne

M, René BPUEHLER
Président du Conseil d' administration

Bühler Frères S, A.
Bahnhofstrasse

9240 Uzwil (St. Gall)

M, Max Eduard EISENRING
Président du Conseil d' Administration

de la Compagnie suisse de réassurances
Mythenquai 60
2002 Zurich

M, Peter ERNI

Chef du Service de l' information et de presse

Département politique fédéral
3003 Berne



M, le Professeur Bruno FRITSCH

Institut de recherches économiques de
|! Ecole polytechnique fédérale
Scheuchzerstrasse 68-72
3006 Zurich

M, Alexandre HAY

Directeur général
Banque Nationale Suisse
Bundesplatz 1
3003 Berne

M. le Professeur Urs HOCHSTRASSER
Directeur de la Division de la Science et
de la recherche

Département fédéral de 1' Intérieur
KOnizstrasse 74
3008 Berne 21

M, le Professeur Otto JAAG
Directeur de 1' Institut fédéral

pour l' Aménagement,.l'épurationet
la protection des eaux
Jeberlandstrasse 133
3600 Dtbendorf

M, Eric MUELLER
Directeur de la

Compagnie Industrielle Radioélectrique (CIR)
Bundesgasse 16
3000 Berne

M, Rudolf NEESER

Section des Affaires Scientifiques
Division des Organisations Internationales
Département Politique Fédéral
3003 Berne



M. E.-C, NICOLA
Les Bois

Chamblard
1164 Buchillon

M. Léo DU PASQUIER
Délégué du Conseil d' Administration
de la Ebauches S, A,
Faubourg de l' Hôpital
2000 Neuchâtel

M. Guelfo PORETTI
Leiter des Strahleninstituts

Inselspital
Freiburgstrasse
3000 Bern

M.FP., SALADIN
Secrétariat du Conseil suisse de la science
Kônizstrasse 74
3008 Berne

M, le ¥rofesseur K, SCHMID
Président du Conseil suisse de la Science

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Zurich
Leonhardstrasse 33
3006 Zurich

M. Felix Wilhelm SCHULTHESS
Président du Conseil d' Administration
du Crédit Suisse

Paradeplatz 8
3001 Zurich



M. Samuel SCHWEIZER
Président du Conseil d' Administration

de la Société de Banque Suisse
Aeschenvorstadt 1
4000 Rale

M. Rudolf SUTER

Président de la Délégation de l' Administration
je la Fédération des Coopératives Migros
Limmatquai 152
3001 Zurich

ii, 1' Ambassadeur Ernesto THALMANN

Chef de la Division des Organisations Internationales
Cépartement Politique Fédéral
3003 Berne

M,H, VOIRIER
Division des Organisations Internationales
Département Politique Fédéral
3003 Berne

M, le Professeur F, T. WAHLEN
ancien Conseiller Fédéral
Humboldtstrasse 39
3000 Berne

M, Frédéric P, WALTHARD
Secrétaire général du
L'épartement Fédéral de 1' Economie Publique
3003 Berne

M. Roland WERMUTH

Chef de la Section des Affaires Scientifiques
Division des Organisations Internationales
Département Politique Fédéral
3003 Berne
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MEMBERSHIP AS OF JUNE 24, 1970
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M. Serge ANTOINE
Chargé de Mission
auprès du Premier Ministre
à l'Aménagement du Territoire
et à l'Action Régionale
1, Avenue Floquet
Paris V

M. Louis ARMAND

30, Avenue de Villjers
Paris XVII

Professor Frits BOTTCHER

President
Science Policy Council of the Netherlands
Sweelinckstraat 8
The Hague - ’

(/
Dr. Jeremy BRAY, M.P.
House of Commons

Westminster

London S.W.1

Dr. Detlev W. BRONK

President Emeritus
The Rockefeller University
York Avenue E 66th Street

New York, N.Y. 10021

Dr. Jakob BURCKHARDT
PrEsident

Schweizerischen Schulrates
L.eonhardstrasse 3
8006 Zurich

+
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M. Louis CAMU
Président

Banque de Bruxelles
2, rue de la Régence
Bruxelles

Professeur Bertrand DE JOUVENEL
52, rue des Saints-Pères
Paris

Dr. Constantinos A. DOXIADIS

24 Straat Syndesmou
Athens 136

Mr. René DUBOS

The Rockefeller University
York Avenue E 66th Street
New York, N.Y. 10021

Professor Jay W. FORRESTER
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Professeur Jacques FREYMOND
Directeur

Institut Universitaire

de Hautes Etudes Internationales

132 rue de Lausanne
1211 Genève 21°

TG
 Ng oe

Mr. Pierre R. GENDRON
President

Pulp and Paper Research Institute
of Canada

570 St. John's Road

Pointe Claire, Quebec
——"**— eee
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Dr. CarylP.HASKINS
President

Carnegie Institution of Washington
1530. P Street, N. W

Washington, D. C.

Mr, Daniel JANSSEN

Director-Deputy General Manager
Union Chimique Belge
4, Chaussée de Charleroi
Bruxelles 6

Professor Gyorgy KEPES
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Center for Advanced Visual Studies

40 MassachusettsAve.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

(1°
Dr. Alexander KING
Director General for Scientific Affairs

O.E. C.D.
2, rue André-Pascal
Paris XVI

4
Dr. Antonie T. KNOPPERS
Senior Vice President

Merck &amp; Co., Inc.

Rahway, New Jersey 07065

Dr. Koji KOBAYASHI

President
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.,
7-15 Shiba Gochome, Minato-Ku

Tokyo

Dr. Max KOHNSTAMM

Institut de la Communauté Européenne
pour les Etudes Universitaires

200, rue de la Loi

Bruxelles 4

Dr. Thorkil KRISTENSEN

Institute for Development Research
5, St. Annae Plads
1250 Copenhagen
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Dr. T. Adeoye LAMBO
Vice-Chancellor

Universi ty of Ibadan

Ibadan, Nigeria

Senator Maurice LAMONTAGNE

The Senate

Centre Block, Room 457-S
Ottawa

M. Robert LATTES

Directeur Général Adjoint
Groupe SEMA-SIA
15, rue des Sablons

Paris XVI

Dr. Leo MATES
President ~

[hstitute for International
Politics and Economics

Makedonska 25

Belgrade

Mr. George C. McGHEE
Special Representative of the Chairman
The Urban Coalition

2100 H Street, N. W.

Washington D. C. 20037

Professor Donald MICHAEL

University of Michigan
P.O. Box 1248

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106



« ] |  14 Ok  KR |

M. Jérdme MONOD

Délégué aupres du Premier Ministre
à l'Aménagement du Territoire
et à l'Action Régionale
1, Avenue Charles Floquet
Paris V

(/
Dr. Saburo OKITA
President

The Japan Economic Research Center

Nikkei Bldg. 9-5 Otemachi, 1-chome
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo

Profesor Dr. Julio H. G. OLIVERA (*)

Facultad de Ciencias Econdomicas

Instituto de Investigaciones Econdmicas
Avenidd, Cordoba 2122
Buenos Aires

Ka hE
Professor Keichi OSHIMA

Department of Nuclear Engineering
University of Tokyo
Hongo, Bunkyo-Ku
Tokyo

Professor Hasan OZBEKHAN

General Manager and Director
International Development and Planning
Computer Systems Division
King Resources Company
12011 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles, California 90049
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(0
Dr. Aurelio PECCEI
Managing Director
Italconsult
Via Pastrengo 16
Rome

Senator Claiborne PELL

The Senate of the United States

Washington, D. C.

(10
Professor Dr.Ing. Eduard PESTEL
Rector
Institut {Ur Mechanik .

Technische Universität Hannover

Appelstrasse 24/B
3 Hannover Plana

M. Pierre PIGANIOL

Conseiller Scienufique de la
Direction Générale

Compagnie de Saint-Gobain
62, Boulevard Victor-Hugo
Neuilly-sur-Seine

(1

=.

f.»

| Dr. John PLATT

Mental Health Research Institute
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

/ Professor Olivier REVERDIN

President ;
Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe
4, rue de Candolle

1205 Geneva

Nv)
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M. Jean SAINT-GEOURS
Co-Directeur Général

Crédit Lyonnais
19, Boulevard des Italiens
Paris

Dr. Ernesto SABATO ()

Calle Bonifacini 1147
Santos Lugares
Buenos Aires

Professor Vikram A. SARABHAI

Secretary, :

Department of Atomic Energy
Government of India

Apollo Pier Road

Bombay; I

Dr. Jacques SPAEY
Secrétaire-Général
Commission Interministerielle

de la Politique Scientifique
8, rue de la Science

Bruxelles

Dr, Altiero SPINELLI (&gt;)

Direttore E
Istituto Affari Internazionali
Viale Mazzini 88

Roma

(A
\

Dr. Hugo THIEMANN
Directeur Général

Institut Battelle

7, route de Drize

Carouge, Geneve
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Dr. Bertram D. THOMAS
(former President,
Battelle Memorial Institute)
586 El Rancho Road

Santa Barbara, Calif, 93103

Professor Arne TISELIUS

Head, Institute of Biochemistry
Nobel Institute of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences
Uppsala University
Uppsala

Dr. Conrad HL WADDINGTON

Professor at the Center for
Theoretical Biology
State University of New York at Buffalo
1248 Ridgelea Road
Amherst, N.Y.

(7
Dr, Paul A. WEISS
Professor at the Rockefeller University
York Avenue E 66th Street

New York, N.Y. 10021

Professor Carroll L. WILSON

Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
50, Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

(*) To be confirmed by Executive Committee

NOTE: Other candidates have already been considered

at Club meetings. Selection and cooptation of
a number of them is presently under way.


